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1 Q What is the temperature for the operation of the modules of 
AutoStore?   

A Each AS module is approved for a temperature range of 2-35 degrees 
Celsius. A system operation temperature of 18-25 degree can be 
considered as normal. 
Operating Humidity on the modules is 40-90%, NON-CONDENSING 
   
  

2 Q Can we use our existing software (ERP \ Warehouse) with AutoStore? 
 

A Yes, probably. 
AutoStore offers different standard interfaces (API's) for the 
communication between AS and WMS (picking/goods in and port 
operations). 
 
  

3 Q Do you deliver key projects including design, software, hardware, 
installation\implementation, and documentation? 

 
A AutoStore is not involved in direct projects i.e. our distributor network will 

handle all end customer projects. In special cases AutoStore can potential 
handle total end customer projects e.g. no local distributor available or in 
special industrial areas/niches. 
 
  

4 Q Does AutoStore log all information in case failures and how is this 
organized?   

A Yes, all activity as well as failures are logged and traceable. The WMS can 
trace all bins via Log Publisher 
 
The Customer/WMS needs to maintain the bin contents and needs to 
back-up all critical data. 
 
  

5 Q Is the system secured regarding “crushing injuries”, especially in the 
filling station area?   

A Yes.  
 
  

6 Q What is the floor strength that is needed to install AutoStore?   
A One example an installation with 16 bins in height and 30kg load -> 

~2000kg/sqm 
(For the interested one - detailed calculation is placed in the Pre-
Installation Manual) 
 
  

7 Q Is the system equipped with a fire fighting system?   
A No - but there are several solutions to protect AutoStore e.g. sprinkler.  

More and more customers also use an oxygen reduction process.  
The design recommendations for automated sprinkler systems are based 
on standards such as FM Global Data Sheets 8-9, NFPA13, EN12845 or 
VdS CEA 4001.   
See AS-50153-STD-eng – ‘Fire Protection Recommendations for the 
AutoStore system’ for detailed information about fires and fire protection. 
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8 Q When do you expect to be finished with the approval for 50 kilograms 
per bin?   

A AutoStore standard is max 30kg/bin. Further development is 'demand-and-
market-driven' - at the moment is this not prioritized. 
 
  

9 Q What is the efficiency improvement on man hours that I can expect 
using the AutoStore System?   

A This will really depend case-by-case, since there are many issues that will 
influences this e.g. picking speed before and after, error reduction ratio or 
storage area reduction. 
 
  

10 Q Is it possible to install AutoStore if the height of the grid will not be 
the same all over the grid (Different height from the top of the grid to 
the floor)   

A Yes, our only demand is that the top of (each) grid is flat i.e. on the same 
height level. 
 
  

11 Q Is it possible to have AutoStore installed on different floor levels in 
the building?   

A Yes. Bins can be exchanged between the different floor levels via 
connecting bin lifts.  
 
The bin-lift is ONLY available for the European market, but we will develop 
a new bin-lift for the US and Asian markets with the applicable product 
approvals. 
 
  

12 Q Do I need to remove the existing pillars in my warehouse to install 
AutoStore?   

A No, with an AutoStore installation you may surround obstacles like pillars, 
pipes and walls. 
 
  

13 Q What is the center to center distance (length - width) between the 
bins?   

A SDG - 705mm (27,8 inches) in wide grid and 480mm (18,9 inches) in 
narrow grid direction. 
DDG – 705mm (27,8 inches) in wide grid and 505mm (19,9 inches) in 
narrow grid direction.  
 
  

14 Q Is it possible to use AutoStore for cold/refrigerate warehouses?  
A Yes - it is possible to use AutoStore modules in a refrigerated warehouse 

down to 2 degree Celsius under the circumstances that you have a 
constant environment (e.g. low, constant humidity and temperature). Even 
though the modules will work in this environment, we have not realized any 
installation in chilled environment yet.  
NB! Operating Humidity on the modules is 40-90%, NON-CONDENSING 
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15 Q Is it possible to use AutoStore for deep freeze warehouses?  
A No - it is today not approved by AutoStore to use an AutoStore installation 

in environments with less than 2 degree Celsius. A separate development 
of an "AutoStore freeze" is not prioritized at the moment. 
 
  

16 Q Are there any requirements in our warehouse for the floor in respect 
to misalignment?   

A Yes - there are some requirements in accordance with industrial standards 
- for more information consult >AutoStore pre-installation manual< 
 
  

17 Q Delivery time   
A Standard 16 weeks (without installation, commissioning, ramp up), but the 

goal is to push this down. 
 
 
  

18 Q Can AutoStore be used in ESD protected areas?   
A Yes - the system was in fact designed for usage in the electronic 

component business in its origin. The AutoStore bins exist also in a PP-
ESD variant. 
 
 
  

19 Q Can AutoStore be used in a clean room environment?   
A The modules only have IP20 and is not approved for clean room 

environment. 
 
  

20 Q Lead time to execute a bin retrieve from order to presentation 
(minimum - average- max as worst case)   

A Normal orders should be known some time in advance (30 min) to be able 
to dig up the bins to a higher level and give a more stable throughput. 
More urgent orders are also possible, but it might require some extra free 
robot capacity. To dig up a bin from the lower level of the grid (level 16) 
takes normally ~ 3.36 min. Transportation time to the port is not included. 
(In a worst case situation dig-up might take 5-10 min, due to temporary 
blocking of the area by another dig-up job) 
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21 Q MTBF? Mean time between failures   
A AutoStore is operating with >=98% system availability. Statistics from our 

>100 installations shows >99.6% availability on average in 2018.  
 
For an AutoStore installation with 50robots and 12-16hours shift, we 
expect a failure rate of 1-2 short stops per working day.  
 
If there are any deviations in the system: 
- The system will first try to fix them automatically. We call this functionality 
Xhandler. 
- Secondly the system can have a “delayed stop”, means that only the 
module will stop and wait for assistance. The system will not be stopped 
before a technician is ready to retrieve the module. 
A skilled super user will use approx. 3 min to recover a system 
We continuously try to find better ways to secure high uptime. 

22 Q MTTR? Mean time to repair/recovery?   
A Typically, a stop could implicate a fast stop - start procedure of the system 

and last for approximately 3 minutes. It is important to know, that in most 
of the normal, possible failure situations not the entire system will go down. 
 
  

23 Q Is it possible to do night preparation?   
A Night preparation is a strategy where the Customer knows all or maybe 

only a certain number of bins needed to fulfill the orders the next day. 
Probably the orders are already in the system the evening before and the 
Customer could benefit from pre-digging them up at night. The more bins 
are known the better the night preparation and the new bin distribution will 
be. 
 
It is possible if the robots get enough charging during the night. It might be 
necessary to have a super user on site if something goes wrong during the 
night. 
 
  

24 Q Is it possible to do forecasting?   
A Forecast is a strategy used by the Customer to predict the usage of bins 

for next day based on data from the past (statistically from previous days 
or years, similar marketing campaigns, …). The idea is to prepare a certain 
number of SKUs (bins) at night so that next day when the picking activity 
starts, we can get a good match between the real orders and these 
forecasted bins. Only with a very high hit rate of the forecast will be the 
usage of the forecasting strategy beneficial. 
 
 
  

25 Q What is the power consumption of AutoStore?   
A Best in class. One comparison done by one of our customers, shows that 

AutoStore use 10-15% of energy, compared with miniload. 
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26 Q Is it possible to extend AutoStore?   
A Yes, it is possible to extend the installation during "normal" operation.  

 
Add robots and ports - during operation 
Add grid cells - parts of the grid can still be used while extending the grid 
 
  

27 Q Do you need a service technician on site to run AutoStore?   
A You only need to have an AutoStore trained super user on site. (will 

usually work beside AutoStore with other tasks too e.g. picking shift 
leader). 
  

28 Q Can AutoStore be built in earthquake areas?   
A We are present in countries like Japan, US and Italy. No general 

approval/test/certificate. The local distributors take care of the local 
requirements. 
 
Positive earthquake test in Japan in 02/2016 - done by our Japanese 
distributor Okamura - the result is presented in a report. Partners that are 
not in direct competition with Okamura are allowed to see this, but not use 
it as their own. 
 
New earthquake test to be carried out in the US January/February 2019. 
 
  

29 Q Will DD grid replace the SD grid?   
A DD grid will be the standard going forward for all new installations, we will 

still be able to deliver SD grid where this is preferred by the customer and 
on extensions on existing installations. 
 
  

30 Q Future development   
A We continuously work with improving the performance of the AutoStore 

system, both on hardware and software. 
 
  

31 Q As a software integrator, I would like to make an Interface to 
AutoStore?   

A Our standard AutoStore interface is open for each interested WMS 
supplier. On base of an NDA agreement between the parties can each 
interested party develop their own interface to AutoStore. We already 
interfaced with SAP, Red Prarie etc. 
 
  

32 Q Patents in general   
A We are continuously filing new patent application to secure our ip. 
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33 Q Is it possible to change the picking list?   
A Yes - changes of already transferred task / task groups to AutoStore are 

possible - but each change later on, may have negative influence on the 
speed/efficiency of the system - since the system may already have used 
robot resources to prepare that bin. 
 
  

34 Q Now that you have you released the Black Line, what is next?   
A We will continue developing Red and Black line, as well as other 

developments in our roadmap. We are continuously innovating to meet 
new market demands. 
 
 
  

35 Q I'm a consultant, can I start promoting AutoStore?   
A AutoStore is distributed via our AutoStore distributor network. But it is of 

course possible that consultants can cooperate with one of our distributors. 
 
 
  

36 Q What is the range covered by each access point?   
A 2.4 GHz: Up to 30 robots (Max 50)/ std. range circle 25m radius per AP 

(max up to 50m).                     
 
Old installations in Europe: 433MHZ: Up to 30robots / std. range circle 
25m radius per AP (max up to 50m). 
Old installations in US: 915MHz: Up to 30 robots (Max 50)/ std. range 
circle 25m radius per AP (max up to 50m). 
 
  

37 Q If my warehouse has pillars do I than need access points between all 
pillars?   

A This need to be decided case-by-case. A minimum setup for each 
installation is 2AP. In special cases you will need extra AP to avoid black 
spots due to building constructions. 
 
 
  

38 Q How much time it takes to pick up a bin at the bottom of the grid?   
A Example for 16 bin levels: Minimum 3min36 sec (plus 3min36 secs for 

cleaning up afterwards). But this digging process will normally be done in 
background and in advance i.e. before the bin is requested/presented at a 
port. 
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39 Q Does the system need to close down if a robot jams on the grid?   
A No. In the most situations the system will continue running. The AutoStore 

software module Xhandler is taking over the failed robot and will try to fix 
the error situation without stopping the system. Only in situations which 
can't be handled automated yet or will be a huge risk for a robot collision 
the system will be stopped. 
 
 
  

40 Q How likely is there to be a fire within an AutoStore system?   
A The chances for a fire starting and developing within an AutoStore system 

are limited. This is due to the way we stack our Bins on top of each other 
combined with our unique Bin- design. AutoStore is carefully designed and 
tested specifically for fires over the last 10 years. 
 
 
  

41 Q What safety measures are you taking to prevent fires?   
A We are continuously running validated fire tests with institutions worldwide 

and have done so during the last 10 years. Based on this experience we 
have created a fire protection manual for our partners to make them better 
prepared to define the right fire protection for our end customers.  
 
 
  

42 Q Do AutoStore perform fire tests?    
A Yes, we have done many fire-tests over the last 10 years and are 

continuously making improvements to reduce risks in general.  
 
 
  

43 Q My customer wants BIN openings on the sides for fire approvals, is it 
required?   

A In many countries the authority wants to have openings in the Bins to let 
the water from the sprinkler system penetrate a warehouse system. In a 
system like AutoStore we have in our tests seen an extremely slow fire 
growth because of the lack of oxygen, and we have also proven that a 
sprinkler system can suppress or control the fire. And this is one of the 
reasons we do not have openings in the Bins. 
 
  

44 Q Will R5 go out of production now that Black Line has been 
introduced?   

A No. R5 and the other Red Line modules will continue to be our focus also 
in the future. Black Line addresses a different market segment and R5 will 
still be our flagship robot. 
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45 Q What frequency is used on the Robot Radio?   
A 2.4GHz is used globally. 

 
 
  

46 Q Will the new 75% charging strategy on 10+ robot installations be 
included in the operating manuals, and can it be applied to existing 
systems as well as new? 

 A Yes. 
 
 
 

47 Q What is the recommended number of charge points for the robots?   
A If more than 10 R5s, there should be at least chargers for 75% of the 

robot count.  
 
 
  

48 Q What is the max. robot speed?   
A R5 

Max speed = 3.1 m/sec - acceleration = 0.8 m/sec2 
Lifting speed = 1,6 m/sec - acceleration lift = 2,5 m/sec2 
*For B1 refer to the Black Line section. 
 
 
  

49 Q Can the robot speed be adjusted \ controlled?   
A Today this is hard coded and controlled in robot firmware itself. 

 
 
 
  

50 Q What ensures that the robots do not collide on the grid?   
A The ASCS software plan and control the robot traffic and ensures that 

robots will not collide. The robots report their position continuously to the 
ASCS software. The robot driving control is done by the motor encoder 
and secured by two different track sensors for each direction. 
 
 
  

51 Q What is the life time design and expectancy of the batteries for each 
robot?   

A Estimated lifetime for the Chairman AGM 12105T battery used in 
AutoStore R5: 
* System runs 8 hours a day, 5 days a week: 8 years 
* System runs 16 hours a day, 5 days a week: 4 years 
* System runs more than 16 hours a day, more than 5 days a week: 2 - 4 
years 
 
  

52 Q What is the weight of a robot?   
A Robot weight included batteries is 148 Kilo.  

With maximum bin load this would be 148+30+~5 = ~183 Kilo. 
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53 Q What kind of battery is used in the robot?   
A R5 use 12V/105Ah AGM batteries (lead acid - Absorbed Glass Mat) as a 

standard. 
 
  

54 Q How many picks can you calculate pr robot?  
A This is really case orientated - A roughly rule of thumb is 25bin 

presentations per robot hour +/-, but even up to 40 bins/robot can be 
possible. Can be tested by simulation. 
 
  

55 Q Typical recharging cycle time (example: minutes to recharge/h of 
operation or describing a shift operation)   

A Normal working day <20 hours.  
Each robot needs at least 4 hours continuous charging per day, to 
maintain battery lifetime. Robots will opportunistically charge when the 
activity on the grid allows it.  
 
24 h 
Additional robots are needed to realize the charging needs and secure a 
long battery life time.  
 
 
  

56 Q Does the system have the same performance with full load 30 kg 
and with empty bins?   

A Yes. 
 
 
  

57 Q Has the system a proven and reliable operation even with 
unbalanced loads in the bins?    

A Yes - but extremely unbalanced load e.g. 30kg in one corner or less than 
1/3 of the compartment can increase abrasion of wear parts.  
 
 
  

58 Q What is the lifetime design and expectancy of the engines for each 
robot?   

A This is dependent of weight, driving frequency, lifting frequency, 
operational hours etc. 
 
  

59 Q Can R5 be used on DDG?   
A Yes. However, we have adjusted the chassis to fit on the slightly longer 

tracks. 
 
  

60 Q Can old R5 be used on DDG?   
A No. The chassis does not fit the extended grid. 
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61 Q How much weight is allowed to be put into one bin?   
A Max. load today = 30 kg.  

 
 
  

62 Q Are the bins ESD secured?   
A We have both types - PP ESD (black) and the standard not antistatic 

HDPE (grey). 
 
  

63 Q Are the bins waterproof in respect to leakage?    
A Yes - up to 25mm under the top corner of the bin. 

 
 
  

64 Q Is it possible to put different products into one bin?   
A Yes. You may split a bin in several compartments. AutoStore bins are 

also prepared for the usage of physical dividers. 
It is up to the WMS to administrate and maintain the content of the bins 
(stock/SKU). 
 
  

65 Q Is it possible to put more load into the bin than the maximum and if 
possible, how does the system deal with this?   

A No, this could cause errors in the system. A bin with overweight will not 
be accepted at the AS ports (overweight control). 
 
 
  

66 Q Is it possible to remove a bin from the grid at the filling \ picking 
ports?   

A It is possible to take bins out of the system at "transfer" ports - but the 
bins need to be handled in a controlled, closed environment (e.g. a 
conveyor loop) to reduce risks for bin damages. 
 
 
  

67 Q What are the inner dimensions of the bin?   
A Approx. inside dimensions: 

600*400*310mm (medium bin - 330 bin)  
600*400*200mm (small bin - 220 bin)  
For exact nominal dimensions consult the AutoStore web page. 
 
  

68 Q Can there be a lid on top of each Bin   
A It is not an official AS module at present, but we are developing a new bin 

with lid.  This will be ready for production in 2019. 
 
  

69 Q Can R5 handle 425mm bin?   
A No. R5 is too short to handle the 425mm bin. To use 425mm bins select 

B1. 
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70 Q Are there any limits to the size of the grid?   
A Max height 16*330mm bins or 24*220mm bins resulting in ~5.4m. Plus 

robot and recommended service height >=7.4m height in total. 
The max height for the new bin is 14*425mm resulting in ~6m. Plus robot 
and recommended service height >= 8m height in total. 
Design guidelines: 
1. a grid width/length ratio in meters between 1:1 and 1:3 is preferable 
2. min grid size (wide/length) in number of cells, is the number of bins in 
height+2 in each direction 
3. to prevent robot "over-population" there should be at least 15-25 grid 
cells per robot (rule of thumb is 25) 
4. if the conditions are not as specified in point 1-3 - an AutoStore 
installation can be still a very efficient solution, but a specific 
analysis/simulation is than recommended. 
 
 
  

71 Q What is the minimum height required for the grid?   
A 1 bin + track above it. 

(or even less if using the track "only" as a road for transporting bins 
between different grids) 
 
If only the tracks or 1-bin is defined, still these need to be secured by a 
supporting structure. 
 
 
  

72 Q How much space do we need between the roof and the top of the 
grid?   

A For robot trafficking we need >600mm for R5 and >860mm for B1 - but it 
should be possible for service and support staff to operate and use the 
AutoStore service vehicle on the grid. 
AutoStore recommendation is >=2m free height above the grid. In special 
cases a lower height could be accepted by the local authorities, but this 
need to be clarified/approved by the local authorities and the local 
AutoStore distributor.  
 
  

73 Q What is the total clearance between the bin length and width 
dimension versus the opening created by the grid (length and 
width)?   

A 3mm on all sides (bin tolerance +/- 2mm)   
 
  

74 Q Will SDG still be available?   
A Yes, although DDG will be the new standard going forward. 
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75 Q What throughput can we expect from the Relay Port? 

 A The Relay Port is built to handle up to 650 bins/h per port. The modularity 
of the port allows you to add from 2-6 Tab modules to buffer more bins 
inside the port. 
 

76 Q What is the delivery time right now for a Black Line System?   
A Delivery time = 16 weeks. 

First shipment = medio June. 
 
  

77 Q Is there a User-Handbook for the installation already available?    
A Not at the moment. It will soon be available on the download center. 

 
  

78 Q Do we have a hazard report on the new modules? Are they compliant 
to all the safety regulations locally?   

A We will have a machine safety test for Robot B1 and Relay Port in week 7 
2019.   
 
  

79 Q Has a fire assessment of the Black Line solution been completed with 
Alliance, to review the fire risk?    

A No. 
 
  

80 Q Does the fire classification change between Red Line and Black Line 
as a result of the DDG, different design robot and Lithium batteries?   

A There is no classification but DDG has not been tested in any fire test yet. 
We plan a test in 2019 so we can compare SDG and DDG. 
 
  

81 Q Has the crash barrier height changed as a result of the higher Black 
Line robot, with a higher center of gravity?   

A It is the same as for R5. 
 
  

82 Q Is there a new crash barrier certification for Black Line?   
A No, and there is no certificate for R5 either. The test has been done 

inhouse in our own organization. 
 
  

83 Q Will the Black Line have any implications on the standard AutoStore 
interface?   

A There will be no implications, as the software interface will remain the 
same. 
 
  

84 Q Why not sell the Black Line to every customer if it’s a higher-
throughput solution?   

A The Red Line still meets the throughput requirements of most customers 
and is more economical than the Black Line at the same throughput level 
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85 Q What if customers require low throughput today, but expect an 
increase in the future?   

A With a DDG, customers can start with R5 robots and add B1 robots (and 
RelayPorts) later on the same grid to increase throughput 
 
  

86 Q What if customers require higher throughput per workstation but aim 
to limit the overall investment?   

A The modularity allows customers to start with R5 robots, DDG and 
RelayPort – and add Black Line robots or expand the grid later 
 
  

87 Q What if a customer specifically asks for a Black Line solution?   
A Show the throughput level of the Red Line solution and point out the higher 

cost of a Black Line solution at the same throughput level 
 
  

88 Q Should all customers who require 24/7 operations always get a Black 
Line solution since it enables more efficient 24/7 operations?   

A No. The final answer depends on the individual customer parameters. 
Even though the Black Line allows for more efficient 24/7 operations with 
fewer robots due to exchangeable BattPacks, in some cases a Red Line 
solution with an increased number of robots can be more economic 
overall. 
 
  

89 Q Are certain industries more suitable for Black Line vs Red Line 
solutions?   

A No. Black Line and Red Line address difference throughput requirements, 
which can vary even within one industry. 
 
  

90 Q Will current Red Line solutions become obsolete after the 
introduction of the Black Line?   

A No. The Red Line will continue to be the core of AutoStore's product 
portfolio with new updates (e.g. software) in development 
 
 
  

91 Q What characteristics make the Black Line more competitive vs. the 
aisle based solutions?   

A It can compete based on its improved throughput and taller bins compared 
to the Red Line, while maintaining key benefits of AutoStore's technology 
platform (space efficient, reliable, future proof, value adding, customized). 
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92 Q In which project situations are AutoStore's advantages particularly 
important?     

A •Brownfield locations/space constraints 
•High # of bins 
•Project with significant security concerns 
•High-visibility locations 
•Fast-growing businesses 
•Time constraint projects 
 
  

93 Q What makes brownfield locations or other locations with space 
constraints particularly suitable for AutoStore?   

A AutoStore can leverage its superior space efficiency due to its cube 
storage design even more in brownfield or other projects with space 
constraints  
 
  

94 Q What makes a high # of bins particularly suitable for AutoStore?   
A The cube storage grid design with flexible robots (which are not limited to 

parts of the grid) enable a high efficiency even for projects with a high 
number of bins. 
 
  

95 Q What makes projects with significant security concerns particularly 
suitable for AutoStore?   

A AutoStore solutions are theft-proof due to its cube storage design – only 
the very top layer is accessible by humans, but even this would require 
significant effort and can be captured on camera 
 
  

96 Q What makes high-visibility locations particularly suitable for 
AutoStore?   

A The AutoStore solution is sleek and elegant, with the Black Line being 
even quieter than the Red Line (only 70db), making it suitable even for in-
store or library applications 
 
  

97 Q What makes time constraint projects particularly suitable for 
AutoStore?   

A AutoStore solutions are easy to implement, with an average installation 
time of just 20-26 weeks, ~50% lower than for most aisle-based solutions 
 
  

98 Q What makes fast-growing businesses particularly suitable for 
AutoStore?   

A AutoStore's grow-while-running ability (expanding the grid without 
interrupting ongoing warehouse operation) makes it particularly suitable for 
high growth companies, like e-commerce players ramping up capacity by 
an order of magnitude. 
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99 Q Are the maintenance access panels on the tab modules locked with a 
mechanical key, locked with an electrical interlock device similar to 
the grid door or do not have any locking facility?   

A No, it’s locked with a mechanical device, and if you open the access 
panels the port will stop. But you can open it without any key or lock. 
 
  

100 Q What happens if someone puts their hands in the port when the bins 
are exchanging, and the safety hatch is open?   

A There is a sensor in the hatch that if pushed will stop the entire wagon and 
port.  
 
  

101 Q Is it possible to install port frames for the Relay Port to prepare for 
future extensions?   

A Today is not available. The Relay Port frame is the actual TAB module, 
which contains a lot of electronics not possible to mount later onsite. They 
must arrive on site pre-assembled from Poland. To install a Relay Port it is 
always necessary to remove all columns in the area, despite of having or 
not a frame installed. Having the columns cut from before will not save too 
much time as they need to be removed anyhow in order to install the Port. 
 
  

102 Q What is the difference in throughput per robot between the Black Line 
and the Red Line?   

A The average throughput per Robot increases from 25 b/h to 30 b/h 
between the Red Line and the Black Line, contributing to the overall 
throughput increase. 
 
  

103 Q What is the strategy for maintaining >98% availability for grids with 
more than 300 robots operating?   

A To keep downtime to a minimum, we continuously improve the Xhandler, 
which removes issues without stopping the system. Large grids should 
always have multiple service areas to increase accessibility and reduce 
downtime when retrieving a robot. 
 
  

104 Q Has the robot recovery vehicle changed design for the Black Line 
solution, due to the increased height of the robot and increased 
height of the center of gravity?   

A There is no need to change the strategy for removing robots from the grid, 
hence the service vehicle remains the same. Due to the taller robot, the 
service wall has been upgraded to fit both robots. 
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105 Q What difference can be expected in TCO between Red & Black Line?   
A This requires a complete spare parts list which is still under production. 

Knowledge will be conveyed to distributors as soon as possible. 
  

106 Q Will the uptime of Black Line be comparable to the high level of the 
Red Line uptime?   

A Since both Red Line and Black Line are built on the same technology 
platform, we expect a similar level of reliability. 
 
  

107 Q Can modules from the Red and Black Line be combined within one 
new solution?   

A Yes, with some limitations: 
•R5 robots can run on SDG and DDG (R5 can run on DDG with extended 
chassis) 
•B1 robots can run on SDG and DDG, but only DDG makes sense from a 
throughput point of view 
•CarouselPort and ConveyorPort can be used with DDG and B1 Robots 
•R5 robots can be used with RelayPort 
* 425mm bin can only be used by B1 
 
  

108 Q What are the options to increase throughput with a SDG?   
A The modularity allows to extend the grid while running, adding modules 

from either Red or Black Line to increase throughput easily within the 
current Red Line. 
 
 
  

109 Q When do I, as a customer, realize I am developing my Redline system 
into a Black Line system?   

A Developing from a Red Line to a Black Line system will typically happen at 
the point of extension or changes in the warehouse process. Changes like 
introducing batch picking, robot picking or expanding grid size will typically 
demand higher throughput, which may require Black Line modules. 
 
 
   

110 Q Do we have a spare part list for BlackLine as well? If yes, how fast 
can we ship spare parts for the new modules?   

A List is currently not completed but will be released to distributors as soon 
as it is finished. 
 
  

111 Q Does SDG and DDG have the same delivery time?   
A With regards to the grid systems, the SDG and the DDG has the same 

delivery time. 
Delivery time = 16 weeks, but goal to get it down to 12 weeks. 
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112 Q Has the battery voltage and amperage changed between R5 & 
B1?   

A Yes, this has changed. The B1 has a new battery pack which is 
different from R5. B1s battery is 26.4V and 15Ah. 
 
  

113 Q How is the new Black Line charger maintained, from inside the 
grid or from outside the grid (as the existing Red Line charger is 
maintained)?   

A Maintenance of the charger is performed inside the grid. 
 
  

114 Q How many B1 robots can you deliver 16 weeks from now?   
A We will be able to deliver a volume of 150 robots medio June, we are 

ramping up the production rapidly, and are prepared for bigger 
volumes 2nd half.  
 
  

115 Q What is the difference in noise level between the Black Line and 
the Red Line?   

A Due to its advanced construction and central cavity, the B1 robots will 
reduce the noise level by 10db, which will appear to be twice as silent 
to the human ear.  
 
  

116 Q What is the difference in drive speed and acceleration per robot 
between the Black Line and the Red Line?   

A The maximum drive speed increases from 3.1m/s to 4.0 m/s; the 
acceleration increases from 0.8m/s2 to 1.4 m/s2 for Black Line 
compared to Red Line. 
 
  

117 Q What is the difference in operations time per robot between the 
Black Line and the Red Line in 24/7 operations?   

A The operations time per robot in 24/7 operations will increase from 
75% to 99% between the Red Line and the Black Line due to 
exchangeable BattPacks of the B1, which will significantly reduce the 
charging time for a robot. 
 
  

118 Q What is the difference in operations time per robot between the 
Black Line and the Red Line in 8h/12h/16h operations?   

A It will be beneficial for customers to have an exchangeable battery 
pack (as with the B1 robot) if the hours of operations are above 10 
hours per day. The advantage of the exchangeable battery pack will 
increase with hours of operations per day. 
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119 Q Why can the Black Line accommodate a higher number of robots 
on the same grid size than the Red Line?   

A Two main reasons: 
1. The B1 Robot blocks only 1.5 cells vs. 2 for an R5 
2. The Black Line uses a DDG, enabling Robots to pass each other in 
all directions, not just one direction as in the Red Line (R5 can also 
be placed on DDG, although chassis has to be extended). 
 
  

120 Q Why does the B1 Robot cover more than 1 cell?   
A Acceleration of robots is key for AutoStore, especially in high-density 

areas. To achieve the increased acceleration of the B1 and maintain 
the center of gravity and thus the stability, the B1 covers more than 
one cell. Furthermore, the B1 is higher than R5 to accommodate for 
taller bins and does thus require increased width to get required 
stability when operating. 
 
  

121 Q What is the lifting speed for B1 vs. R5?   
A The lifting speed will be equal as it is today. 

 
  

122 Q What battery is used in the B1 and what is the expected lifetime?   
A B1 use 26,4V/15Ah Lithium Ion batteries (LiFePO4) as a standard. B1 

Battery lifetime is estimated between 6 years (1 shift) and 2 years (3 
shift operation). Actual lifetime will vary depending on average Bin 
load, average temperature… Batteries will still perform out of the 
recommended period but below their optimal capacity. 
 
  

123 Q Can current customers upgrade to B1 robots with an existing 
SDG?   

A Yes. You can add B1 Robots to an existing SDG (and run them 
parallel to R5 robots), although the increase in throughput will be 
lower than with a DDG. 
 
 
  

124 Q After switching battery, the B1 will stand still for a short period. 
Why?   

A This is because it will charge its capacitor before resuming work. The 
time the robot stands still will be optimized at a later stage. 
 
 
  

125 Q What is the recommended number of charge points for the 
robots?   

A For B1 robots we recommend between 30-50% of the robot count in 
chargers with batteries.  
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126 Q What is the max. robot speed?   
A B1 

Max speed = 4.0 m/sec - acceleration = 1.4 m/sec2 
Lifting speed = 1,6 m/sec - acceleration lift = 2,5 m/sec2 
 
  

127 Q How many picks can you calculate pr robot?   
A This is really case orientated - General rule of thumb is 30 bins/h for 

B1 robots. Should be simulated. 
 
  

128 Q What difference in maintenance complexity can be expected 
between the Black Line and Red Line?   

A Due to the lower number of moving parts of the B1, the maintenance 
complexity of the B1 is expected to be even lower than that of the R5. 
 
  

129 Q Is it possible to add Black Line robots no matter what modules I 
bought before (Bins, Robots, Ports, Grid)?   

A Yes. Black Line is backwards compatible with all our modules. 
However, there might be less benefit of adding Black Line modules to 
a grid that cannot support higher speed. For example: Current 
analysis shows that the efficiency of the Black Line is reduced if 
placed on a single double grid. 
 
  

130 Q What is high throughput and when to use B1 robots.   
A The current R5 robot has proven to be the perfect solution for 

customers with system throughputs up to 5000 bins/h. Although it is 
possible to have Red Line systems with even higher performance, 
due to its higher acceleration and top speed, B1 will outperform R5 on 
large installations running 2-3 shifts. 
 
  

131 Q How long does it take to charge the B1 batteries?   
A 0-100% - 40-45 min 

50-100% - 15-20 min 
75%-100% - 8-10 min 
 
  

132 Q How long does it take for one B1 battery to discharge?   
A The B1 battery will last approximately 2h from 100-0%. As we do with 

R5 today, to maintain battery lifetime, we will perform more battery 
exchanges in order to keep the average battery level high. 
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133 Q Which bin sizes are suitable for the Black Line?   
A The Black Line can use the same 220mm and 330mm bins as the 

Red Line as well as taller 425mm bins which are too big for the Red 
Line 
 
  

134 Q With the taller bins, how many layers of bins can the system 
handle? 

    
A The taller bins imply that the customers can use 13 layers of bins for 

storage (14 but with 100% holes). This gives you a slightly higher grid 
in total - 6044mm from floor to top tracks. 
 
  

135 Q Which additional products can be accommodated by the 
increase in bin size to 425mm?   

A Key products that can be accommodated with the taller 425mm bins 
in the Black Line are footwear and semiconductors. 
 
  

136 Q What is our official statement to when the 425 bin is available for 
the market?   

A At LogiMat/ProMat we will present the first 425 samples. AS is 

currently in the test & approval phase. We will release & introduce bin 

425 step by step to the AS key markets. At first in material HDPE 

only. Start Q4-2019 in CE & NA. In 2020 will we increase the 

production capacity and availability in the other areas based on the 

demand from the market. We might experience periods with longer 

delivery times during the introduction phase 2019/20. To avoid this as 

much as possible do we ask the distributors to register B1/425 

projects in an early phase. Until official release only Georg Utz Group 

support distributors with estimated prices.  
 

137 Q What are the inner dimensions of the tall bin?   
A Approx. inside dimensions: 

600*400*400mm (tall bin - 425 bin)  
For exact nominal dimensions consult the AutoStore web page. 
 
  

138 Q In which materials will the tall bin be released?   
A In the first step will the tall bin only be released in HDPE (Non-ESD). 
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